
Jeff Berwick: The Dr. Fraudci and Kill Gates Scam of the Century (VIDEO)

Description

USA: I could start this blog with “Don’t listen to morons, ever.”

That would basically be the same as starting this blog with “They’re dumbing down the kids and no
one’s noticing because they’re so busy being social justice warriors.”

Especially the kids in question.

Generation Z is said to be the strongest generation America has ever seen. (If you don’t mentally see
the meme of the old white guys laughing, you’d better watch today’s video).

They, like their goddess, Greta Thunberg, are supposed to be the rest of our saving grace with their
superiority and arrogance and courage. They tackle issues like “climate change” and “white privilege”
and “masculine toxicity” and fight for gender neutrality and critical race theory and cancel culture.

CANCEL GENDER: Like the trans-affirming doctor who teaches little girls it’s okay to cancel your
breasts by chopping them off. You can always get some again later if you change your mind.

CANCEL WHITENESS: Quotas are in, merit is out. Especially in Canadian hockey commentating.

CANCEL MEN: Obviously.

CANCEL PRIVACY: If you’re not doing anything nefarious, why do you want to hide it?

CANCEL INDIVIDUALITY: Groupthink / herd mentality is safe and non-offensive; we are all in this
together for the common good; dare to question the status quo –– off with his/her/their head!

CANCEL CARS: Too much damage to the environment.

CANCEL OWNERSHIP: What’s yours is mine; socialism = equality, didn’t you know?

The list goes on and on.
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These are the kids who will be 25-35 in 2030 when Satan Klaus’s wishes all come true: You will own
nothing and you’ll be happy.

Because they’ve been programmed for years for exactly that. By none other than that man of many
talents, Master Bill Gates! Who, when his ‘common core’ education program turned out to be a
miserable failure, walked away, writing it off as an experiment that didn’t quite work out, or maybe it
did…

Kill said in 2013, “It would be great if our education stuff worked, but that we won’t know for probably a
decade”.

Looking at the vacant ignorance/arrogance that symbolizes Generation Zero, I would say the
“education stuff” worked exactly as it was intended to.

In today’s walk & talk with Lucy, I’ll tell you why this video is out a day later than it should’ve been, and
why Bill Gates is on The Most Wanted List for Crimes Against Humanity. Also Michelle Obama
scratches her dick, the hissing of Joe Biden and Biderman’s Chart of Coercion.

For the young at heart there is SpongeBob SquarePants goes to Berlin, Greta’s new role in the Bride
of Chucky III, and Sesame Street adds a new character named Todd: A White Male Muppet Who Is
Blamed For Everything.

“Ignorance is bliss. Total awareness is bliss. Anything in between is the hard part.” –– Jeff Berwick
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